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Triumph of the City
Edward Glaeser
Reviewed by Peter Cvelich
Beneath the electric haze of 
the big city lights, another more 
organic energy illuminates the 
streets and towers of the world’s 
greatest urban settlements—human 
ingenuity.  Human ingenuity 
gave rise to the city and human 
ingenuity continues to radiate 
through the dense networks of collaboration that growing 
cities conduct like flashing synapses.
In Triumph of the City, Edward Glaeser extols a 
vision of the metropolis as the nerve center of society and 
the engine of growth. Chapter by chapter, he presents the 
numerous ways in which urban living has lifted mankind 
to new heights and how our cities must be stimulated if 
we expect prosperity to increase and spread to the poorest 
parts of the globe. Planners seeking to grasp the trends and 
theories influencing the direction of urban growth ought 
to avail themselves of this widely-acclaimed treatise—
which is part history, part economics, and part sociology. 
At each step in the book, Glaeser strikes at 
conventional criticisms that condemn cities for their 
problems but ignore the potential of cities as cauldrons 
of creativity and self-renewing innovation. For instance, 
Glaeser takes exception with the notion that urban 
poverty is a symptom of city failure, noting that people 
do not become poor in the city. Rather, they arrive in the 
city already poor with a hope of gaining wealth, which 
many do. He argues that urban density supports the 
flourishing of human capital by providing employment 
and entrepreneurship opportunities that are not feasible in 
smaller markets.
While many have heralded the flattening of the 
world through information technologies and the declining 
importance of physical gathering, Glaeser notes that the 
prevalence of mobile communications simply increases 
the demand for face-to-face interaction by making the 
world more relationship intensive.
Much of Triumph of the City is directed at the policies 
and programs that boost or burden the competitiveness 
of individual cities and their nations. However, Glaeser 
also highlights the ways in which the direction of urban 
policy can influence global trends.  He calls out the 
hypocrisy of preservationists and environmentalists who 
disrupt vertical development for fear that it will harm 
their environment while ignoring the ripple effects of 
that action on increasing sprawl. As a country with one 
of the largest carbon footprints, Glaeser states that the 
U.S. must redirect the development path of its cities 
to mitigate global climate change.  If the U.S. wants 
to influence middle-income countries like China and 
India—which have embraced many elements of the car 
culture and aversion to high-density growth—it must lead 
by example.
The book includes captivating profiles of the historical 
personalities and political dynamics that led to some of 
the incredible breakthroughs and incendiary catastrophes 
of urban change in the U.S., Europe, and Asia. Glaeser 
extracts the elements of success in the strategies of places 
like Singapore and Boston to become clean, stable, well-
educated cities and economic powerhouses. He also 
points out examples of failure across history, such as the 
misguided attempts of Detroit Mayor Coleman Young in 
the 1970s to revitalize the declining downtown through 
massive construction projects in an already overbuilt city. 
In sweeping across such a broad array of topics, 
Glaeser inevitably brushes past some nitty-gritty debates, 
particularly about the governance and financing of 
school districts in metropolitan areas. Furthermore, 
though he calls for “spatial neutrality” in public policy 
so as not to bias consumers against urban living, Glaeser 
reveals his urban bias in recommending state and federal 
government to focus poverty reduction programs on cities 
or in lamenting “anti-urban” policies such as gas taxes to 
subsidize highway construction.
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Nevertheless, Glaeser weaves together a compelling 
narrative of the systems that interact to foster or undermine 
productive cities. Triumph of the City is a worthwhile read 
for any scholar of the interplay between public policy 
and the way we live (as urban planners ought to be), as 
well as any casual observer of his or her own community. 
Wherever you live or whatever occupation you pursue, 
cities matter to how you eat, travel, work, study, and play, 
even in ways you would not recognize. That is until you 
read Triumph of the City. 
Insurgent Public Space: 
Guerrilla Urbanism and the 
Remaking of Contemporary 
Cities
Jeffrey Hou (ed.)
Reviewed by Maire Dekle
Dancing Beijing residents 
turn overpasses into impromptu 
stages; San Francisco parking 
spaces become temporary pocket 
parks; private residential Tokyo 
gardens are newly opened to the public street.  Each of 
these can be categorized as acts of  “guerrilla urbanism.” 
Insurgent Public Space, a recent collection of essays edited 
by University of Washington professor Jeffrey Hou, offers 
an exploration of these innovative (and often extralegal) 
alterations to urban space.  As one of the few scholarly 
texts on this topic, the collection carries the burden of 
introducing this movement and its underlying theories. 
In Hou’s introduction, he defines guerrilla urbanism 
broadly as “citizen initiatives and informal activities” (9) 
occurring in – and redefining – urban public space.  Such 
actions have garnered increased attention since the book’s 
2010 publication.  For example, the aforementioned 
repurposing of parking spaces into small parks has spread 
nationwide via Park(ing) Day, and the Occupy Wall Street 
movement has generated dialogue around citizen use of 
privately owned public spaces, or POPS.  
Hou’s collection is comprised of 20 essays describing 
guerrilla urbanist projects, primarily in east Asia and 
western North America.  Hou frames these case studies 
with a six-category typology, focusing on the underlying 
intentions of the “remaking” of urban space in each 
example: from appropriating public spaces, to contesting 
their existing meanings.  For the cover-to-cover reader, 
these categories quickly blur as the essays that follow 
defy easy categorization, covering projects across a 
spectrum of complexity, public and private involvement, 
and engagement with existing theories and practices. 
Similarly, the quality of writing and depth of analysis 
varies widely throughout the collection.
Despite these issues, the collection is frequently 
thought-provoking and even exciting, sparking new 
ideas about the creation and use of public spaces.  The 
examples described include a variety of interventions: 
from temporary night markets, to experimental housing, 
to the creation of a digital archive of urban ephemera. 
Throughout, the authors focus on the importance of 
diversity, highlighting a key feature of the guerrilla 
urbanist movement: ensuring that the public has access to 
space in the city that meets their needs and interests, with 
an expansive and inclusive definition of that “public.” 
Throughout the collection, planners are frequently 
lumped in with the political power structures that these 
projects circumvent, and little attention is paid to the 
basic safety and legal concerns surrounding many of these 
projects.  However, the collection does have relevance 
to planners – particularly those who are struggling to 
define their role and manage public participation in 
projects.  These cases offer another model for municipal 
governments: where possible, allow the public to set the 
agenda in rethinking underused spaces.  
While the focus of the volume is more descriptive 
than prescriptive, a few essays begin to delve into 
techniques that readers could adopt or adapt in working 
towards this new model: Merker’s essay on the Rebar 
design collective’s practices is particularly helpful, giving 
would-be guerrilla urbanists a theoretical framework 
within which to locate their actions, and Villagomez’s 
typology of “residual space” (including rooftops, pieces 
of redundant infrastructure, etc.) encourages reflection on 
the underutilized corners of one’s own community.  For 
the reader open to rethinking the nature of public space, 
Insurgent Public Space is an energizing read.
Crawfish Bottom
Douglas Boyd
Reviewed by Patrick Nerz
In his book Crawfish Bottom, 
Douglas Boyd explores the 
history of a Frankfort, Kentucky 
neighborhood forever erased from 
physical space.  Boyd’s colorful 
descriptions, which often read more 
like a movie script than a synthesis 
of oral histories, provide readers 
with a rich and insightful understanding of the Crawfish 
Bottom community.  Crawfish Bottom was originally 
settled in the aftermath of the Civil War; freed men and 
women located in the neighborhood because housing 
was inexpensive due to frequent and destructive floods 
from the Kentucky River.  The neighborhood became 
synonymous with crime, vice, and poverty seemingly 
from inception.  This reputation ultimately made the 
neighborhood a prime target for demolition during urban 
renewal in the late 1960s and early 1970s.  
A simple history of the life and death of the 
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neighborhood might have been sufficiently captivating, 
but Boyd’s book is more than a story of another 
neighborhood unduly razed by urban renewal.  Through an 
exploration of historical memory, Boyd provides readers 
with a tangible sense of place and an understanding of 
what it meant to be a resident of Crawfish Bottom.  Boyd 
begins his construction of place by examining newspaper 
coverage of the neighborhood, exploring the significance 
of the neighborhood’s sobriquets, and identifying how 
residents defined neighborhood boundaries.  Having 
established a basic understanding of neighborhood 
dynamics, Boyd uses interviews with former residents to 
flesh out the significance of neighborhood institutions and 
characters, the relationship between the neighborhood 
and the larger city, and the bonds that created community 
cohesion.
Boyd’s achievement in Crawfish Bottom is teasing 
out a nuanced understanding of a neighborhood susceptible 
to stock characterization.  To many outsiders, Crawfish 
Bottom was defined solely by crime.  Indeed, Boyd’s 
work shows that this reputation was not unfounded; bar 
fights, political corruption, whorehouses, and gambling 
were very much a part of the neighborhood landscape. 
On the other hand, many former neighborhood residents 
celebrate the Crawfish Bottom for its high levels of social 
interaction and ability to provide for residents.  Boyd 
straddles these viewpoints, skillfully interpreting oral 
history to illustrate the rich and compelling neighborhood 
that was lost.  The Crawfish Bottom that emerges is full 
of contradiction; crime in the midst of community, seedy 
nightclubs and model community organizations on the 
same block, and complex characters like John Fallis, 
the King of Craw, a charitable yet murderous grocery 
store owner feared and loved by the community. In his 
book, Boyd successfully captures the complexity of the 
Crawfish Bottom neighborhood and provides readers 
with an intimate sense of what was lost.
The Invention of Brownstone 
Brooklyn
Suleiman Osman
Reviewed by Daniel Widis
Few can argue about the 
transformative and profound 
impact of gentrification on 
the postwar American urban 
landscape.  While academic 
journals and newspaper editorials 
continue to swell with contrasting pieces on the blessings 
and/or ills of this “back to the city” urbanism, Suleiman 
Osman’s brilliant The Invention of Brownstone Brooklyn 
steers clear of making any sort of explicit value judgment. 
While Osman’s work is ostensibly an urban history of 
gentrification in New York City’s most populous borough, 
the true subject is not the place, but the characters that give 
it life.  In teasing out the attitudes, convictions, and values 
of the gentrifiers, or “brownstoners,” and the many times 
contradictory impulses that drove them to recreate and 
“reimagine” a forgotten urban landscape, Osman creates 
a truly memorable and powerful piece of scholarship.
 By the end of World War II, the area known as 
South Brooklyn was a “polycultural, polycentric and 
polyhistorical cityscape.”  Disgusted with the sterility of 
suburbia and desperate for diversity and “authenticity,” 
young, highly educated professionals began moving to 
Brooklyn’s oldest, but now largely depressed, residential 
district, Brooklyn Heights.  A neighborhood ravaged by 
the flight of wealthy residents to the nascent suburbs in 
the early 20th century, Brooklyn Heights’  once majestic 
brownstones were in  severe disrepair.  While the 
rehabilitation of these structures and the revitalizing of 
their urban environment were the most visible elements 
of this new “brownstoning” movement, its heart and 
soul was a “do-it-yourself”, counterculture ideology that 
would have a profound impact on the social, political, and 
physical environment of the American city. 
 Osman argues that many of these “brownstoners” 
imagined themselves as urban pioneers building 
settlements in the wilderness”—out to reclaim, rediscover, 
and rehabilitate an urban environment lost to decades of 
decay.  Brooklyn Heights quickly became the “birthplace 
of a new romantic urban ideal”, a jarring juxtaposition to 
the “dominant modernist ideology of the 1950s.”  With 
Brooklyn Heights providing both the ideological and 
physical foundation, brownstoners ventured further into 
South Brooklyn through the 1960s and 70s, renovating, 
recreating, and, most importantly according to Osman, 
reimagining neighborhoods as they went. 
 Unfortunately, like colonists centuries before them, 
the landscapes that Brownstoner’s physically altered were 
not vacant and empty. Osman brilliantly, and objectively, 
describes the instances of conflict and cooperation 
between these new “settlers” and communities that had 
existed there for decades.  While partnerships did exist, 
and at many times were highly successful, Osman argues 
that the politicizing of this brownstoning ideology, as 
much socially liberal as it was opposition to centralized, 
big government, helps to explain the death of New Deal 
liberalism.
 The brilliance of Osman’s work is at times its most 
frustrating aspect.  Left without a compass by the author, 
the reader is forced to confront his or her own messy 
opinions on class, race, and gentrification.  There are no 
heroes and villains in Osman’s narrative.  Instead, there 
are just competing characters, all with their own values, 
hopes, and dreams contesting a single urban space.  For 
those looking for an incredibly thought-provoking, 
detailed account of the motivations, confrontations, and 
at times hypocrisies, of the gentrification movement, 
Suleiman Osman’s The Invention of Brownstone Brooklyn 
is a must read. 
